The generation, jet length and flow-regime change characteristics of argon plasma issuing into ambient air have been experimentally examined. Different torch structures have been used in the tests. Laminar plasma jets can be generated within a rather wide range of working-gas flow rates, and an unsteady transitional flow state exists between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. The high-temperature region length of the laminar plasma jet can be over an order longer than that of the turbulent plasma jet and increases with increasing argon flow rate or arc current, while the jet length of the turbulent plasma is less influenced by the generating parameters. The flow field of the plasma jet has very high radial gradients of plasma parameters, and a Reynolds number alone calculated in the ordinary manner may not adequately serve as a criterion for transition. The laminar plasma jet can have a higher velocity than that of an unsteady or turbulent jet. The long laminar plasma jet has good stiffness to withstand the impact of laterally injected cold gas and particulate matter. It could be used as a rather ideal object for fundamental studies and be applied to novel materials processing due to its attractive stable and adjustable properties.
flow rate and relatively large sizes; and thus, almost inevitably, the jet flow was turbulent. From the 80s of the last century, the application of thermal plasma jets (especially turbulent plasma jets) in materials processing has been rapidly increasing [2, 3] . Using turbulent jets in materials processing, however, has some inherent disadvantages, such as worsen working surroundings and poor process controllability and reproducibility, due to the intensive fluctuation of the turbulent plasma jet, high-intensity noise emission, and heavy entrainment of the ambient air into the jet [2] [3] [4] and thus serious oxidation of metallic materials processed in air surroundings. Those disadvantages make the usage of turbulent plasma jets be limited to materials processing with lower precision requirement. Nevertheless, so far the turbulent DC arc plasma jets are still widely used for materials processing, and many new type DC arc plasma torches, such as the multi-cathode plasma torch, the multi-jet plasma generator etc., have been developed to generate turbulent plasma jets for various special applications.
Recently long laminar plasma jets have been successfully generated using DC nontransferred arc plasma torches at atmospheric pressure with a relatively simple modification of the plasma torch design, i.e. adding a piece of inter-electrode insert between the cathode and the anode [5] . Studies indicate that the long laminar plasma jets possess stable flow state, rather high flow velocity (hard or directional flow characteristic), negligible noise emission, appreciably reduced entrainment of ambient air and adjustable jet length, and thus are favorable for achieving good process reproducibility and controllability [5] [6] [7] [8] . Preliminary attempts [7, 8] to use the long laminar plasma jets in the preparation of thermal barrier coatings, in the re-melting hardening of cast iron surfaces and in the stainless-steel surface cladding have shown encouraging results, including the fine microstructure, low surface roughness and small porosity of the prepared coatings, the good re-melting process controllability and surface morphologies, as well as the preferable metallurgically bonded clad layer.
There have been many studies of turbulent plasma jets, e.g. see Refs. [2] [3] [4] and the references therein. On the other hand, although a number of papers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have been published to study the generation and characterization of the laminar plasma jets and to explore its applications in materials processing, so far not enough attention has been paid on the study of laminar plasma in the thermal plasma science and technology community. Reasons in two respects might be responsible for this situation hindering the development and application of laminar plasma jets. The first one could be due to the difficulty encountered in the generation of usable and stable long laminar plasma jets, and the second one could be due to the general inference, although without the support of convincing evidence, that the laminar plasma jet always has too low flow momentum, easily disturbed flow characteristics and too low energy efficiency of the plasma torch.
Up to now there is no systematic study to compare the laminar and turbulent thermal plasma jet characteristics. A series of experiments are thus conducted to study the thermal plasma jet generation and the jet length change characteristics in order to provide basic support for the novel process design using the laminar plasma jets. Different plasma torch structures are tested to examine their effects on the generated plasma jets. The effects of laterally injected material powder and its carrier gas on the laminar plasma jet are also investigated. It is our hope that this paper may arouse more interest in the study of long laminar plasma jet characteristics and in their practical applications to materials processing.
Experiments
The DC non-transferred arc plasma torches with an internal structure similar to that employed in our previous work [5] are used in the present experimental study. The anode-nozzle is of 4 mm inner-diameter. Pure argon is used as the working gas with mass flow rates in the range of 1.6 × 10 −4 − 5.5 × 10 −4 kg/s, and the plasma jet is issuing into the atmospheric-pressure air surroundings. The argon is admitted into the plasma torch axially and tangentially around the upstream end of the cathode and also tangentially into the torch from an annular slot near the downstream section of the inter-electrode insert. The arc currents are in the range of 160-220 A. In order to examine the effects of the torch structure on the generated plasma jets, two inter-electrode inserts of larger (4 mm) and smaller (3 mm) central-hole diameters, will be called D L and D S respectively, are used to construct the plasma torch while other structure of the plasma torch is kept unchanged. Photographs of the appearance of the horizontal issuing jets are taken from lateral/horizontal direction to determine the visual high-temperature region length of the plasma jet (will be called the jet length) and to observe whether or not natural convection affects the jet appearance. In a few experiments, alumina powder with particle sizes less than 30 µm is laterally injected into the laminar plasma jet with argon as its carrier gas in order to examine whether the laminar plasma jet can withstand the impact by laterally injected particulate matter and its carrier gas and to observe the effect of the injected powder and carrier-gas on the laminar plasma jet length.
Results and discussion
3.1. Dependence of jet flow regimes and jet lengths on generating parameters Figure 1 presents the experimental results concerning the jet flow states and the visual jet lengths obtained from the photographs by use of the plasma torch with 3-mm-diameter interelectrode insert (D S ). In this figure the measured jet lengths are indicated by numerals (in mm) for different argon mass flow rates and different arc currents. It is found that there exist three distinct flow regimes of the plasma jets, i.e. the laminar, turbulent and transitional regimes, with quite different jet characteristics, depending on the process parameters (arc current and argon flow rate). For a fixed arc current, noisy, fluctuating and short turbulent plasma jets are produced at higher gas flow rates, and the jet lengths of the turbulent plasma jets are less dependent on the gas flow rate or the arc current. On the other hand, quiet, stable and long laminar plasma jets are generated at lower gas flow rates, and the jet length of the laminar plasma jet increases with increasing gas flow rate for a fixed arc current and increases with increasing arc current for a fixed gas flow rate. Between the turbulent and laminar flow regimes, i.e. within the transitional flow regime, the plasma jets are unsteady and accompanied with rather large magnitude fluctuation in the jet length and in the jet noise intensity (the noise intensity increases as the jet length shortens and decreases as the jet length elongates). Hence, the jet lengths in the transitional region indicated in Fig. 1 are their time-averaged values, and the average jet length decreases with increasing gas flow rate for a fixed arc current but increases with increasing arc current for a fixed gas flow rate. The experimental data presented in Fig. 1 demonstrate that the long laminar plasma jets can be generated in a rather wide range of working parameters of the plasma torch, and increasing the arc current allows the laminar plasma jet able to be generated at higher gas flow rates.
Two straight lines have been added in Fig. 1 to separate the different flow regimes of the plasma jets. The solid line on the left side represents the critical condition for the transition from the stable long laminar plasma jet regime into the unsteady transitional flow regime. This solid line shows that the critical flow rate for the laminar plasma jet able to be generated increases with increasing arc current, and can be expressed by the empirical relation 210   55  75  185  385  560  580  550  535  490  435  405  365   55  55  105  190  330  520  510  475  455  400  365  335   55  55  80  105  185  325  460  440  420  360  330  300   55  55  65  105  165  285  400  390  330  295 (1) where I is the arc current (in A) and G L is the argon mass flow rate (in 10 −4 kg/s) at which the laminar plasma jet assumes its maximum length for the given arc current I . The dashed line on the right side in Fig. 1 represents the critical condition for the transition from the unsteady transitional flow regime into the short turbulent plasma jet regime. This dashed line is almost parallel to the solid line, and can be expressed by the empirical relation
where I is still the arc current in A, whereas G T is the minimum argon mass flow rate (in 10 −4 kg/s) at which the noisy short turbulent jet will be produced for the given arc current I . Both the critical flow rates G L and G T are the linearly increasing functions of the arc current I . For a given arc current, there are only one G L value, corresponding to the maximum possible gas flow rate for the laminar plasma jet able to be generated, and one G T value, corresponding to the minimum possible gas flow rate for the turbulent plasma jet to be produced.
Arc voltage-current characteristics
For the same plasma torch as used for Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows the variation of the arc voltage (measured between the torch anode and cathode) with arc current for several different argon mass flow rates. The data denoted by solid marks in Fig. 2 correspond to the long laminar jet regime, half-hollow marks to the transitional regime, while the hollow marks correspond to the short turbulent jet regime. It is seen that the arc voltage increases linearly with increasing arc current for a fixed argon mass flow rate. Figure 3 shows the variation of the arc voltage with the argon mass flow rate for three different arc currents. It is seen that for a fixed arc current, the arc voltage increases approximately linearly with increasing argon flow rate for this plasma torch, although different flow regimes are all involved. Two inclined straight lines are also added in Fig. 3 to express the critical conditions for the flow-state transition of the plasma jet, similar to the two critical lines shown in Fig. 1 .
The increasing voltage-current characteristics shown in Fig. 2 are typical for a wallstabilized or constricted arc. The fact that the arc voltage increases approximately linearly with increasing argon flow rate, regardless of the different jet flow regimes, seems to indicate It is seen that the experimental results presented in Fig. 4 are generally similar to those shown in Fig. 1 obtained for the case using the plasma torch with the inter-electrode insert of 3-mm hole-diameter (D S ). Nevertheless, the details of experimental data shown in Fig. 4 are somewhat different from those in Fig. 1 . For example, the two straight lines representing the critical conditions for the transition from the long laminar plasma jet regime to the unsteady transitional flow regime and from the unsteady transitional flow regime to the short turbulent 310  270  250  230  80  85  100  170  200  240  270  295   80  80  100  170  200  250  280  300  330  300  280  260  240   75  75  80  105  200  270  280  320  380  340  330  310  270  250   80  80  85  390 415  370  350  320  280  255  110  140  270  345  385   80  80  90  445  430  405  385  365  330  290  265  110  150  340  400   550  500  475  435  400  380  345  300  280  80  85  105  140  270  470 Arc current (A) Gas flow rate (x10 -4 kg/s) plasma jet regime are no longer parallel in Fig. 4 . The left critical line now can be expressed by the following relation:
For the present case, transition from the long laminar plasma jet regime to the unsteady transitional flow regime occurs at argon mass flow rate of 2.12 × 10 −4 kg/s for arc current of 160 A, while the transition flow rate increases to 3.26 × 10 −4 kg/s for arc current of 220 A. It is also seen that the transitional flow region becomes narrower with the increase of the arc current for the present case. Figure 5 compares the jet length variations with argon mass flow rate for the two plasma torches with different inter-electrode-insert central-hole diameters (i.e. 3 and 4 mm) for two different arc currents (170 and 190 A), while Fig. 6 compares corresponding jet length variations with arc current for three different gas flow rates (i.e. 1.9, 2.1 and 2.3 × 10 −4 kg/s). It is seen clearly from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that when the inter-electrode insert with a smaller central-hole diameter is used for the plasma jet generation, the laminar jet regime can be obtained at higher gas flow rates and longer laminar jets can be generated. Figure 7 compares the jet length variations with the torch input power for two different gas flow-rates (i.e. 2.1 and 2.3 × 10 −4 kg/s) obtained by use of the two plasma torches with different interelectrode-insert hole diameters. It is seen that when the inter-electrode insert with a smaller hole diameter (D S ) is used for the plasma jet generation, longer laminar plasma jets than the case D L can be produced for the same input power and gas flow rate. It seems that the jet issuing from the D S torch has higher net power and higher central temperature and velocity than those from the D L torch for a given arc current, perhaps due to more intense constriction of the arc column in the inter-electrode insert D S .
It is interesting to note that in the above experiments, only the diameter of the interelectrode insert is changed (3 vs. 4 mm) and all the other sizes are kept the same for the two torches including their anode-nozzle inner-diameter (4 mm). Hence, when the arc column is restricted to the flow channel within the inter-electrode insert of smaller hole-diameter, the argon flow will be accelerated to a higher velocity in comparison with the case using the larger-hole-diameter insert for the same working-gas flow rate and arc current. The experimental results presented in Fig. 5 show clearly that employing the smaller-hole-diameter insert allows the jet to keep its laminar flow state at higher gas flow rate than that for the case employing the lager-hole-diameter insert for a given arc current. Thus, the results in Figs. 1, 4 and 5 tell us an important fact that the conventional viewpoint, which considers the laminar plasma jet should certainly have a lower velocity than that for an unsteady or turbulent jet, is not always correct for the laminar plasma generation. Elevation of the plasma temperature and velocity in the insert can increase, to a certain extent, the ability for the laminar plasma jet to resist the external disturbance in the jet generation.
3.4. Ability of the laminar jet to withstand the impact of the lateral injected powder and carrier-gas and the AC disturbance powder is fed. It can be seen from Fig. 8(b) , (c) and (d) that the long laminar plasma jet has enough stiffness to withstand the impact of the laterally injected powder and its carrier gas, in agreement with the modeling result given in Ref. [12] . The plasma jet still retains its laminar flow state even for the case with lateral injection of the powder and its carrier gas according to the experimental observation. The effect of natural convection on the appearance of the long laminar plasma jets horizontally issuing into ambient air is negligibly small, in agreement with the modeling result given in Ref. [17] . It is expected that the jet energy consumption in heating the Al 2 O 3 powder and its carrier gas will lead to the decrease of plasma temperature or the shortening of the laminar plasma jet length. The more the carrier gas and powder feeding into the plasma jet are, the shorter the laminar plasma jet length will be. The experimental observation shown in Fig. 8 (b) (c) and (d) demonstrates this expectation. The situation of Fig. 8(d) is actually an extreme condition under which large amount of powder abruptly rushes into the laminar plasma jet. Those powder particles are previously accumulated in the feeding-tube passage at lower carrier-gas flow rate and then are unexpectedly blown out at the higher carrier-gas flow rate. It is interesting to note that the stiffness of the laminar plasma jet is still good even for this extreme case.
The experimental results presented in Ref. [16] show that due to the existence of AC components in the DC power supply employed in the experiment, there exist 300 Hz regular fluctuations in the arc voltage and in the jet impact pressure measured near the torch exit center even for the laminar plasma jets. That is, there always exists external disturbance in the plasma jet generation. However, it is found that the laminar plasma jets can still be produced and can maintain their laminar flow state.
Additional discussion
In fluid mechanics, Reynolds number Re = ρu D/µ is usually employed as the criterion to judge the flow state (laminar or turbulent) for a round gas jet. Thus one might suspect that there could be a more or less equal value of the Reynolds number along the solid critical lines in Figs. 1 and 4 at which the transition from the laminar flow state to the unsteady transitional flow state happens. For the present case with great radial variations of plasma temperature and velocity, the mass flow rate G in the plasma torch can be expressed as G = (π/4) D 2 ρu (whereD, ρ and u are the anode-nozzle inner-diameter and average gas density and velocity, respectively) and thus Re = 4G/(π Dµ) can be used to calculate the Reynolds number with the merit that G and D are known unambiguously and only the viscosity µ is to be determined at a suitably chosen characteristic temperature. Several different choices of the characteristic temperature were proposed in previous studies. For example, Ref. [18] calculated Re by using the gas viscosity at the temperature corresponding to the mass-averaged enthalpy at the torch exit (i.e. Re av ), and correlated the Re av with the dimensionless axial-location at which an originally 'laminar' jet transited into a turbulent state. On the other hand, Ref. [19] used an effective Reynolds number Re eff (=Re av × av ) to judge the flow state (laminar or turbulent) for a fully developed arc in a water-cooled cylindrical tube, where the factor av was introduced to account for the radial variation of plasma properties at the cross section of the fully developed arc. In the present experiment the arc root is found to be attached at a location near the upstream end of the anode-nozzle, and this situation is obviously different from those studied in [18, 19] . Employing the voltage -ampere characteristics shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and the measured torch efficiency [11] and taking the temperature corresponding to the mass-averaged specific-enthalpy at the exit of anode-nozzle as the characteristic temperature to evaluate the gas viscosity, it is found that along the solid line in Fig. 1 , the values of Re av are 331, 389 and 448, respectively, corresponding to arc current 160, 180 and 200 A. Since the flow instability should begin in the shear layer near the torch wall or near the jet boundary, we also try to use a certain temperature within the thermal boundary layer, i.e.
where T w and T m are the torch wall or the ambient air temperature and the jet peak temperature [13] , and α is an adjustable parameter, respectively), as the characteristic temperature to calculated Re. The obtained values of Re along the solid line in Fig. 1 are 849, 979 and 1104 , respectively, for the arc currents of 160, 180 and 200 A when α = 0.1 is chosen, whereas the calculated Re values become 613, 703 and 789, respectively, for α = 0.2. Although these Re values are reasonable, the calculated critical Reynolds numbers along the solid line in Fig. 1 are not constant no matter which characteristic temperature is applied. This fact shows the complexity of thermal plasma jets and thus further research effort is required in future to achieve the generalization of critical Reynolds number.
It is anticipated that the long laminar plasma jet can become a rather ideal object of fundamental studies of thermal plasmas due to non-existence of the complexity caused by the turbulence and its stable and adjustable flow characteristics. For example, comparative measurements of the temperatures profiles of laminar and turbulent jets can be helpful to clarify different non-equilibrium characteristics in the edge regions of the two kinds of plasma jets. The long laminar plasma jets may also find their position in materials processing due to their features of low noise emission and better process controllability and repeatability, although smaller jet diameter (∼4 mm) and great radial gradients of plasma parameters require paying more attention to control the powder injection and the particle confinement if powder processing is involved. This paper mainly presents the experimental results concerning the dependence of the plasma jet flow state and the jet length on the torch parameters (working-gas flow rate and arc current). In order to obtain better understanding of the laminar plasma jet characteristics, still further studies are required. For example, spatially resolved measurements of plasma temperature, velocity and species concentration distributions within the laminar plasma jet should be taken as one of the subjects of subsequent studies.
Conclusions
Both laminar and turbulent plasma jets can be generated at atmospheric pressure by use of the same DC non-transferred arc plasma torch. The experimental results show that stable, silent and long laminar plasma jets are generated at lower argon flow rates, while fluctuating, noisy and short turbulent plasma jets are produced at higher gas flow rates. Between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes, there exists an unsteady transitional regime. The hightemperature region length of laminar plasma jet is much longer than that of the turbulent plasma jet, and the laminar jet length increases with argon flow rate or arc current. On the other hand, the turbulent plasma jet length depends less on the working-gas flow rate or the arc current. Reynolds number alone calculated in the ordinary way may not be an adequate criterion for flow transition for such complicated flow fields. The plasma torch structure (insert hole-diameter) somewhat affects the generated jet characteristics. The long laminar plasma jet has good stiffness to withstand the impact of laterally injected particulate matter and its carrier gas, and the effect of natural convection on the laminar plasma jet appearance can be ignored. The laminar plasma jet can be generated within a rather wide range of gas flow rates and arc currents. It could be useful in fundamental studies due to non-existence of the complexity caused by turbulence and its stable and adjustable flow characteristics, and could find its position in novel materials processing due to its marked advantages.
